
Centrally Manage 
Transcripts and Audio

Quickly find and share stored files 
for each case, download audio and 

rough transcripts anytime

View and Stream 
Realtime Transcription 

Easily refer back to key testimony 
points, cite witnesses word for 

word, loop in remote colleagues

Transcribe and Listen in Real Time
See accurate realtime 
transcriptions during  
depositions

Accelerate rough 
transcript delivery

Centrally manage 
transcripts and audio 
files

The Cloud Court Testimony Intelligence™ platform 
empowers litigators to prepare for, take and defend 
depositions more effectively. It enables users to 
extract hidden value from testimony and reduce the 
costs of litigation. Law firms and corporations alike 
enjoy unprecedented access to realtime testimony 
via live feeds, rough transcripts, and downloadable 
audio. 

Advanced modules boost performance and set 
the stage for improved outcomes by providing 
a remote collaboration portal, patent-pending 
eDiscovery search tools, hyper-organized testimony 
intelligence, and predictive transcripts. 

Accelerate Delivery, 
Reduce Cost

Get a rough transcript minutes 
after the depo, skip expedite fees 

Testimony Intelligence™

Base Module

View and Stream Realtime Transcription

Cloud Court’s Base Module makes it easy to get instant 
access to testimony. The app automatically transcribes speech 
in real time, whether remote or in-person, using the industry’s 
fastest and most accurate AI. Counsel can view streaming 
transcription during a deposition, then download a rough 
transcript with the audio recording within minutes.

Augment your court reporting service with a near-instant 
rough transcript. The app generates an ASCII *.txt file diarized 
with Speaker 0, Speaker 1, and so forth. Attorneys or court 
reporters can use the rough as a backup, a convenient basis 
for final editing, or immediate post-depo review. Custom 
dictionaries enhance the accuracy of transcription with up to 
6,000 terms per deposition.

Use Case Examples

• A large manufacturer is noticed for hundreds of 
depositions every year. They ensure their vendor law firms 
always have instant access to testimony at every turn by 
asking their attorneys to deploy the app in every depo. 

• A law firm relies on the Base Module to train associates 
on deposition strategy and tactics. Senior associates 
and partners can instantly pinpoint specific elements in 
questions and objections, and the transcript is immediately 
available for review. 
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• For current matters, attorneys use the app for 
witness preparation. During depositions, they 
use it track questions and responses. They bring 
rough transcripts to client briefings or settlement 
discussions immediately after key depositions. 

• A court reporting agency routinely uses the app to 
strengthen relationships with attorney customers by 
offering streaming realtime and near-instant rough 
transcripts without the hassle of extra setup or the 
stress of expedited editing.

Master the Testimony Lifecycle
The Base module helps you improve deposition 
performance and drive faster resolutions. Record 
mock depos to better prepare witnesses before they 
testify. Witnesses can reference transcripts to recall 
points raised by counsel.  
• Upload case-specific dictionaries to enhance 

transcription accuracy
• Download audio after the deposition (useful for 

settlement negotiations)
• Manage audio and transcripts centrally, per case, 

along with digital exhibits

About Cloud Court
Cloud Court, Inc. is a LegalTech company formed 
by litigation professionals. Our mission is to leverage 
modern technology to help litigation teams reach 
their legal goals faster. We help our clients win 
difficult cases as well as cases that could go either 
way. We also help our clients win the cases that they 
should win, only earlier and on better terms. Our 
primary focus is testimony, with a strong emphasis on 
deposition testimony. Visit cloudcourtinc.com. 

Testimony Intelligence

Base Module

Collaborate with Remote Colleagues 

Add the Collaboration module to privately chat and 
send attachments to the attorney in the deposition. 
Invite colleagues to participate remotely and send 
live messages without alerting the opposition. 
Defend your witnesses and take down your 
adversaries. Ask us about the Collaboration 
module.
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